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Reviewer's report:

This is an interesting case report.

Minor Essential revisions:
1. Page 8, line 174 "with only ____ case reports in the literature":
   The sentence needs restructuring.
2. Page 6, Line 124: addition of reference range for serum C3 and C4 is recommended

Discretionary revisions:
1. Page 5, line 99. "the serum creatinine stabilized at a level of 1.4mg/dl"
   Is there any laboratory results on proteinuria, urine protein electropheresis? Even if negative, these results could be worthwhile mentioning in the case presentation.
2. Page 6, Line 137: "An ultrasound guided percutaneous kidney biopsy was performed."
   Addition of information on kidney size, texture on ultrasound can be informative.
3. Page 7, Line 148/149: "Eight weeks later, proteinuria slightly improved to 1 gram on a 24 hour urine collection."
   If there is a repeat creatinine at the time of improvement of proteinuria, it could be added here
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